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About Katalogic Inc.

• Headquartered in Mississauga, Ontario
• HR Systems Outsourcing & Consulting
Specialists
• Wendy Chiu, President/Managing Director
• Involved in requirements, implementation, and support of
time & attendance systems for over 10+ years
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Our Service Offerings
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Our Corporate Competencies
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Our Corporate Competencies cont’d

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Strategic HCM planning
Business process re-engineering
Vendor analysis and selection
Project management
New functionality/fit-gap assessments
System integrators (packaged-software)
Custom HR technology solutions

Representative Client List
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It’s About “Time”?

•
•
•
•

•

•
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Do you have multiple systems and/or paper-processes for time &
attendance across your organization?
Do you struggle to meet payroll deadlines each pay?
Is consolidated, accurate reporting of employee time &
attendance nearly impossible?
Are you buried in complex matrices, documentation and
procedures for how to manual calculate employee time or
attendance entries?
Are there so many “fingers in the pot” and so many
systems/records to check that it is amazing you can get the
same result twice?
Is your current system so “broken”, you are afraid to “fix” it?

T&A System Business Drivers

• Reduce risks & costs associated with time &
attendance processing
• Improve management and control over labour costs
• Streamline transactional and manual processing in
HR, Payroll
• Ensure accurate, equitable and consistent
application of policy
• Improve accuracy, availability and accessibility of
data/reporting
• Increase employee and management accountability
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Considerations

• Looking for more than just an electronic
timesheet?
• Things to consider:
• Solution Selection
• Critical Implementation Strategies
• Support/Sustainment Issues
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Selection Considerations

• Scope of Solution
• Fit/Gap Preparation
• Assess Options
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Scope of Solution

• Scheduling
• Basic needs vs. more robust functionality (availability
tracking, skill-based shift filling, workload/regulatory shift
requirements)

• Timekeeping
• In/out times (7am to 3pm), elapsed times (7 hours)
• Breaks, lunches, lates, etc.
• Worked vs. not worked

• Accruals Processing
• Eligibility/granting rules, taken/remaining balance,
carryovers, cascading banks, etc.
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Scope of Solution cont’d

• Leave Management
• Requests for leaves, documentation, return from leaves

• HR/Payroll
• Employee demographic, employment info, process dollarbased entries (front-end to payroll)

• Other expectations?
• Activity or project-based tracking, employee work/activity
assignment
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Fit/Gap Preparation

• Basic components of T&A system:
•
•
•
•

Define/manage fixed or variable work schedules
Define/automate/apply rules
Time/data collection
Review/report/approve time

• Other related features:
• Accruals processing
• Schedule optimization
• Leave management
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Define/Manage Schedules

• Determine what scheduling information you
need:
• Fixed schedules/patterns/rotations
• Variable/individual schedules
• Are there factors that go into identifying and filling “open”
shifts:
•
•
•
•
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Seniority
Skills/certifications
Availability
Hours worked

Define/Automate/Apply Rules

• Determine what type of T&A information you
would like to track:
• Time Worked:
• Scheduled vs. Not-scheduled
• Regular, Overtime, Call-In, Stat Holiday Worked
• Training, Seminars

• Premiums/Differentials:
• Stand-by, Acting, Shift premiums

• Time Not Worked
• Regular Days Off, Holidays/Floaters, Vacation, Sick (tracking
related occurrences), Bereavement, Other Leave of Absences
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Define/Automate/Apply Rules

• Determine what/how you want it automated:
• Rules can be complex, based on:
•
•
•
•

Time of day (eg. shift premiums, crossing midnights)
Guarantees (eg. call-in minimums)
Schedules (eg. shift rotations, regular day offs)
Consecutive days worked (eg. regulated time off)

• Rules can apply to certain groups only:
• Union, full time or part time, regular or temporary, job or
position, department or location, salary grade, etc.

• “Just because you can…doesn’t mean you should” – be
careful about automating for all the “exceptional-cases”
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Define/Automate/Apply Rules

• Determine when you want the rules applied:
• Real-time upon data entry or later upon approval, after load
to payroll
• Validation requirements (real-time, daily, batch, etc.)
• For employees as part of submission
• For managers as part of review/approval
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Accruals Processing

• What type of accruals/banks are tracked?
• Vacation, statutory holidays, floaters, sick, emergency
leaves, etc.
• What is the level of complexity in these rules?
• Eligibility, entitlements, granting, taking and carryover limits

• Do you require up-to-date balances for processing
employees’ time?
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Re-engineer the Business Process

• Design new business process first (how the
system will be used)
• Who is going to enter data/How is it going to be entered
• Who is going to approve data/What tools do they need
• What are the roles, responsibilities, deadlines

• Determine scope of solution, degree of
automation
• Impacts overall design of system (need schedules, need
banks)

• There may be an impact to other existing
processes in the field (eg. posted schedules)
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Time/Data Collection

• Determine different methods for collecting time:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time clocks/terminals (biometric, cards)
Web/self-service
Mobile devices
IVR
Interfaces
Other

• Multiple data collection models are likely to meet
the diverse needs of your organization
• How the data gets in differs, buts once it is in the common
system, same rules and process applies
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Review/Report/Approve Time

• Tools required for reporting
• Exceptions, validations, alerts and audits
• Data requirements (balances)

• Approval levels
• Single vs. multiple
• Back-ups or delegates
• Lock-downs, lock-outs

• Current vs. retroactive entries
• Data entry vs. review
• Data timestamp
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Assess Options

• Assess your process and rules requirements:
• RFI or RFP process
• Best of breed vs. single vendor
• Build vs. buy options

• Consider organizational impact/readiness
• Support/executive sponsorship
• Is now the right time?

• Costs/Business Case/ROI
• Implementation and ongoing operational costs
• Compare against status quo or “doing nothing”
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Critical Implementation Strategies

• Objective is to implement more than just an
electronic timesheet
• The following strategies are key to a successful
implementation and achieving the desired
efficiencies:
•
•
•
•
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Integration Strategy
Testing Strategy
Cutover/Rollout Strategy
Project Resource Strategy

Integration Strategy

• Determine purpose of T&A system (it will
become “system of record” for “x”)
• Develop high-level design for integration with
other impacted systems
• Objectives:
•
•
•
•
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Minimize requirement for duplicate administration, data entry
Address timing issues across systems
Improve accessibility, accuracy of data
Establish “system of record”, source systems for key data
elements that will drive business processes

Integration Strategy cont’d

• [PeopleSoft] HCM/HR
• Configuration values: departments, job codes, locations
• Position management – who reports to who
• Basic employee demographic/employment data

• [PeopleSoft] Payroll
• Mapping of time/attendance codes to Earnings codes
• Aligning pay periods
• Handling retroactive entries

• [PeopleSoft] Accruals
• Bank entitlements, taking, balances, carryover
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Integration Strategy cont’d

• Scheduling Information
• Master shift rotations and employee actual schedule
assignments

• Work/Activity Tracking
• Project and activity codes may come from GL or other
systems

• Other Time & Attendance systems
• Establish a standard process to accept interfaces from other
systems that may already be capturing this information but
are unique and required for other purposes
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Testing Strategy

• Major undertaking for project due to:
Major design/configuration/development of rules engine
Third party systems integration
Data initialization/conversion likely
New business process – not a back-office project, more than
just incremental improvements
• New infrastructure/devices
•
•
•
•

• Objectives:
• All phases of testing should be built into initial
implementation plan
• Know your resource and infrastructure requirements before
project begins
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Testing Strategy – Phases

• System/Unit Testing:
• Requires detailed understanding of “rules” (eg. nested
scenarios)

• User Acceptance Testing:
• Require operational participation to ensure “practices” are
accommodated (where it makes sense)
• Identify and address business process issues outside of the
system (forms, deadlines)

• Integration Testing:
• Dependent on integration strategy, but multiple systems will
likely be impacted
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Testing Strategy – Phases cont’d

• Payroll Testing
• Full end-to-end testing given it is the front-end to payroll
• Test new business process workflow/design

• Performance/Stress/Load Testing
• Depending on volume of users and implementation
approach (big bang, phased) but likely required due to
association with payroll deadlines (there are peak periods)

• Pilot or Parallel Testing
• With existing process/system to increase confidence in new
system, and reduce critical support issues immediately
following cutover
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Cutover/Rollout Strategy

• Challenges:
• You may have multiple business processes (not a one size
fit all, scheduling, front-end devices)
• Complex logistics for rollout and support
• Ability to support end user training
• Ability to support calls coming in
• Risk mitigation – front-end to payroll, critical for operational
scheduling

• Objectives:
• Define/schedule rollout for departments or areas based on
“logical” groupings, address cost, resource and schedule
impact as part of implementation plan.
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Cutover/Rollout Strategy cont’d

• “Logical” groupings and/or rollout phases can be
defined based on some or all of the following:
• Stagger rollout of functionality (decentralization to
managers first before employees)
• Data collection method/business process (clocks vs. web
vs. interface)
• Department/manager (don’t have 50% of a manager’s
employees going live on new system in phase 1, and 50%
going live in later phase)
• Rules group or complexity of rules (start with “simple”
groups first to eliminate infrastructure related issues)
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Cutover/Rollout Strategy cont’d

• Phased approach means:
• “Old system” needs to be kept in place and fully operational
during the phased rollout
• resources required to handle the “organized chaos”
• extra audits/reports should be run/developed to ensure no
duplication in processing (or missed employees)

• Interfaces and processes may need to be developed to
manage cutover of groupings
• Configuration/interfaces should be built to manage this phased
in approach

• Project team members likely providing production support for
period of time
• Decommission old process/system upon completion of
rollout
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Project Resource Strategy

• Different than an HR/Payroll system project:
• High level of operational involvement required
• Can impact everyone – employees, administrators, supervisors,
managers, HR, payroll
• Assists with user acceptance

• Data ownership and subject matter expertise:
• Ownership may not be clear-cut (schedules vs. accruals)
• Rule automation – implement practice or policy

• Volume of departments and users impacted
• End user training and communication strategy
• Logistics with cutover, rollout strategy
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Project Resource Strategy cont’d

• Other Considerations:
• Scope impacts resources that will be required (scheduling,
leave management)
• Solution selected determines type of resource (build vs.
buy, configurable rules engine vs. code-driven rules engine)
• Pre-requisites – other system owners may be impacted by
T&A system implementation depending on integration
strategy and availability of data (position management
schedules, GL, etc.)
• Resources representing all impacted areas is key to change
management and user acceptance
• Executive sponsorship from both line management and
corporate departments required
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Project Resource Strategy cont’d

• Recommendations:
• Determine executive/corporate sponsorship for
implementation and ongoing governance for system
• Secure line/operational participation as required
• Project management function critical
• IS, HR, Payroll resources required
• Mix of functional/business analysts and technical
developer/analysts dependent on scope and solution
• Secure training/communication, rollout, administrative and
post-cutover support resources
• Engage system integrators as required to meet project
requirements
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PeopleSoft vs. Non-PeopleSoft

• A Review of the Results & Experiences of:
• Client #1: Non-PS Time & Attendance (Kronos)
• Client #2: PS Time & Labour

• Sustainment Considerations
• Things to consider as you select your solution!
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Client #1: Non-PS T&A System

• One corporate solution (Kronos) integrated with
PS HR and Payroll
• Multiple front-ends (terminals, self-service,
decentralized time entry, interfaces)
• Over 10+ collective agreements
• High level of automation of rules and accruals
processing
• Required schedule optimization module in some
areas
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Client #1 (non-PS) cont’d

• Results & Experiences:
• Integration with PS for HR and Payroll was challenging
• Needed a “broker” that understood both systems (effective
dating, payroll integration)
• Robust custom interfaces designed and maintained

• Multiple unions/groups resulted in configuration,
design, and testing challenges
• Secured resources from major line areas to participate on
Project Team

• Diverse/multiple business processes to manage and
rollout
• Phased approach adopted: decentralized dept admins,
employee clocks, interfaces, etc.)
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Client #1 (non-PS) cont’d

• Results & Experiences:
• Robust/flexible configuration continues to meets
requirements
• Functional task (vs. technical) to implement rule changes

• Detailed audit trail and reporting tools
• Central database for all time and attendance info

• Schedule optimization
• Department-sponsored (not corporate)
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Client #1 (non-PS) cont’d

• Results & Experiences:
• User acceptance is positive
• “Real-time” rules engine fostered line accountability
• Easy-to-use interface and availability of reporting tools

• Ongoing costs for support
• Maintenance packs & upgrade path
• Hardware/infrastructure
• Secured [katalogic] as outsourcing partner for ongoing support
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Client #2: PS Time & Labour

•
•
•
•
•

PS Time & Labour corporate solution
Self-service for all employees
Managers approving on-line
20-25 custom rules
Built-in integration with:
• PS Base Benefits (Accruals)
• PS HR
• PS Payroll

• No requirement for schedule optimization
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Client #2 (PS) cont’d

• Results & Experiences:
• Full integration with PS HR/Payroll/Benefits modules
reduced development and support efforts
• Resources need to have an in-depth understanding of all
modules

• Robust/flexible rules engine can meet any requirement
• Technical task (vs. functional) to implement rule changes

• Familiar technology for HR/Payroll team
• Single system reduces learning curve and end user training
requirements for new HR/Payroll team members
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Client #2 (PS) cont’d

• Results & Experiences:
• High dependency on IT staff to review/fix code when
there were support issues reported
• Often under critical payroll processing timelines
• High volume of manual entries/adjustments for payroll every
pay

• Scalability and support issues resulting from overall
system design and configuration resulted in user
acceptance issues
• “Re-implemented” by [katalogic] in 2010
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Sustainment Considerations

• Ongoing Support of Rules
• Code (Technical) vs. Configuration (Functional)

• Security Administration
• Adding roles to existing (PS) vs. Net new security model
(Other)

• End User Training
• Strategy for addressing new users post-implementation

• Integration
• Impact to ongoing batch processes/interfaces monitoring,
troubleshooting, tweaking, etc.
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Sustainment Considerations cont’d

• Ongoing Development/Sustaining Skill Sets
• Custom reports/interfaces, understanding reporting tools
and/or new data model
• Retention of required skills and knowledge

• Maintenance Schedule/Major Upgrade Paths
• Ongoing service packs/bundles monitoring
• Frequency of major system upgrades
• PeopleSoft (single vendor) vs. Other (additional upgrade
path)

• Hardware/Infrastructure/Software Licenses
• Ongoing life cycle replacements for net new HW/SW
• Budgeting for maintenance costs for SW licenses
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Summary – Time’s Up!

• Very robust systems – your rules can be met!
• Scheduling requirement may be a key
differentiator (basic vs. optimization)
• To do it right - more complex and resource
intensive than a Payroll implementation!
• ROI/efficiencies can be major and achievable!
• After the completion of a phased rollout; and
• Provided support/sustainment issues are addressed!
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Discussions

• Questions?
• Thanks for attending.

Wendy Chiu
President & Managing Director
Katalogic Inc.
www.katalogic.com
wendy.chiu@katalogic.com
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